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Nepali program coordinator for entrepreneurship program in Korea

The Bridge International is looking for a Nepali program coordinator who will assist an

entrepreneurship training program for Nepali migrant workers currently employed in

Korea.

[Introduction to The Bridge International]

The Bridge International (hereby TBI) is a global NGO and social enterprise, based in

Seoul, South Korea. TBI was established in 2013, with a mission to nurture and serve the

social innovators in Korea and overseas as a global platform.

TBI has been providing a wide range of support from capacity building for economic

empowerment in business education/consulting to the early stage of investment

through its unique system of ʻimpact donation’ for entrepreneurs in developing

countries. In addition, TBI has been conducting incubation programs for young social

entrepreneurs in Korea and developing countries to achieve Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs).

[Project Overview]

With the support of KOICA and MoLESS Nepal, TBI is implementing『KOICA project for

Strengthening Stage-wise Support System for the stable reintegration of returnee

migrants in Nepal』. As part of the project, TBI aims to capacitate returnee migrant

workers and help establish a business with the capital, knowledge and skills they



achieve during the overseas jobs, while increasing their financial accessibility of

business funds through establishing bilateral matching funds.

By doing so, TBI seeks to promote a stable entrepreneurial ecosystem for the nepali

returnees by addressing

their constraints related to startup information, skills, and funding shortages as well as

create virtuous cycle and support systems for the returnees according to migration

stage.

[Employment Type]

- Part-time(Saturdays, 17:00 to 21:00/4 hours), April 2024 to June 2024(8 weeks)

*Working days/timeline can change. (tentative)
*Extension may be considered depending on the performance

[Responsibilities]

- Support the implementation of entrepreneurship training including facilitation during

program activities

- Manage program participant andmonitor performance including attendance check

and weekly assignment review

- Research education materials, informations

[Requirements]

- Proficiency in using Google Docs

- Proactive and flexible communications skills

- English proficiency in speaking, writing and other communications

- Currently residing in Korea



[Preferred]

- Experienced in the field of startup incubation and acceleration

- Experienced in international organizations and INGO/NPO

- Keen interest and passion for migration worker programs

- Korean proficiency is preferred, not required

[Location]

- KOICA INNOPORT(��, Seolleung-ro ��-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea)

[Remuneration]

- Hourly $30 or above

* Depending on competence or relevant experience

[Contact]

Junhan Kim / 010-6800-7824 / junhan@thebridgeint.com

[Apply]

https://forms.gle/CfER��D��ZJNLQNe�

https://forms.gle/CfER93D48ZJNLQNe6

